PRODUCT DATA

Description:

4406
Pinchweld Primer & Glass Bond

Body-Tec® Pinchweld Primer & Glass Bond is designed for use with Transtar Urethane Windshield Adhesive #4502. It
is designed to enhance the adhesion of windshield adhesive to metal or glass. Dries quickly and is easy to use.

Technical Data:

APPEARANCE:
V.O.C. CONTENT:
SHELF LIFE:

Black
5.27 #/gal (632g/l)
1 Year unopened

Application:

1. Shake well before use.
2. Clean surface using glass cleaner.
3. Primer is applied on surface by using a clean, dry cloth or brush.

INSTRUCTIONS:

CLOSE CUT-OUT METHOD
1. Clean the new windshield with glass cleaner and dry with a clean, lint free cloth.
2. Apply Transtar Acry Solvent #9783/9784 to clean bonding surface around perimeter of glass. Allow 5 minutes to
flash and dry off.
3. Apply a thin coat of Transtar Pinchweld Primer & Glass Bond #4406 over black ceramic band (frit). Allow 10 minutes to dry.
4. Remove the old windshield cutting as close to the glass as possible.
5. Trim away high spots off the original adhesive. Clean the remainder of original adhesive with a dry brush or compressed air.
Note: Transtar urethanes are primerless to the original urethane. Use Transtar Pinchweld Primer & Glass Bond #4406
on any exposed bare or painted metal.
6. Gun a bead of #4502 Urethane Windshield Adhesive directly on the existing bed of urethane.
7. Install windshield, applying even pressure on the bond line to assure uniform contact with the adhesive.
8. Apply additional adhesive if required. Tool urethane around the edge and replace the molding.
9. Clean up with Transtar Acry Solvent #9783/9784.

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
(Refer to Material Safety Data Sheet for proper handling of products listed in this bulletin).

PACKAGE SIZES:
4406

Pinchweld Primer & Glass Bond, 4 fl oz (125 ml), 6/case

DISCLAIMER: The technical information and suggestions for use have been compiled for your guidance and usage. Such information
is based on Transtar Autobody Technologies experience and research and is believed to be reliable. As Transtar has no control over
conditions in which the product is used, stored, or otherwise handled, the above information does not constitute a warranty. Buyers
must assume responsibility for the suitability of the product for their purposes.
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4406
Pinchweld Primer & Glass Bond
FULL CUT-OUT METHOD
1. Clean the new windshield with glass cleaner and dry with a clean, lint free cloth.
2. Wipe with a thin coat of Acry Solvent #9783/9784 to the bonding surface around the edge of the windshield. Allow
5 minutes dry time.
3. Remove all but a 1/16” - 1/8” layer of the original adhesive from the pinchweld. Clean the old urethane with Acry
Solvent #9783/9784.
4. Apply butyl tape to the inside edge of the pinchweld, pressing to assure complete contact with the surface before
removing the release liner.
5. Apply a bead of #4502 Urethane Windshield Adhesive behind the tape. The bead should be slightly higher than the
profile of the dam tape.
6. Install the windshield making sure to apply even pressure on the bond line to ensure contact with the adhesive.
7. Additional urethane can be applied if necessary. Tool urethane around the edge of the windshield and replace the
molding.
8. Use Acry Solvent #9783/9784 to clean excess urethane.

COMPETITION:
Duramix
3M		
Essex		

4959
08686
U413
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